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SPECIALIST DOCTORS IN NORWAY
WORKING AS A SPECIALIST DOCTORS IN NORWAY❗️   🔴 Psychiatrists 🔴 Child Psychiatrists 🔴 Radiologists 🔴 Cardiologists 🔴 Amaesthesists 🔴 Neurologists   ➡️ What we offer: • A FREE visit to see the place where you will live and work and meet future colleagues. • A free preparing and intensive language course. • A free […]



SPECIALIST DOCTOR IN SWEDEN
WORKING AS A 🍀 SPECIALIST DOCTOR IN SWEDEN 🍀   🔴 Family doctors (South and Central part in Sweden) 🔴 Psychiatrists: University Hospitals in Sweden 🔴 Child Psychiatrists: South Sweden and University Hospitals 🔴 Radiologists and mammographists in South Sweden 🔴 Oncologists: South and Central Sweden 🔴 Ophthalmologists: South and Central Sweden 🔴 Pathologists: South […]



UROLOGY Specialist Doctors - Denmark
BRAINS CONSULTING is recruiting:   UROLOGY Specialist Doctors - Denmark – + Free Online Danish courses   Where? You will work in a highly specialised hospital in North Jutland with attractive working conditions, possibilities for professional development, a better work-life balance, and a future prospect in one of Europe’s top welfare states, in Scandinavia. The […]



DENTIST - UK (dental cabinet in Bath)
🔴 DENTIST - UK (dental cabinet in Bath) 🔴   Brains Consulting is recruiting:   🔴 DENTIST in UK 🔴   ✅ We have 1 vacancy. �✅ The location is in Bath city ✅ General dentistry (adults and children) �✅ minimum 1-2 years experience ✅ GDC Registered‼️ ✅ Self employed status ✅ UDA target and […]



Gynécologue, Clinique privée, Sud de la Belgique
🔴 Gynécologue, Clinique privée, Sud de la Belgique 🔴   Lieu de travail: Belgique Région: Sud Specializations: gynécologue Employer types: Clinique privée Status: Salarié du secteur privé Pour notre client, une Clinique privée, située dans le Sud de la Belgique, proche Luxembourg et France, nous recherchons Un(e) Gynécologue.   🔴 Rémunération mensuelle au départ : 12 000 […]



SPECIALIST DOCTORS IN NEPHROLOGY in Denmark
🔴 SPECIALIST DOCTORS IN NEPHROLOGY in Denmark 🔴   BRAINS CONSULTING is recruiting: NEPHROLOGY Specialist Doctors - Denmark –  + Free Online Danish courses     ✅ WHERE You will work in a Danish hospital with stable surroundings, attractive working conditions, possibilities for professional development, a better work-life balance and a future life and career in […]



Specialists Doctors - Denmark –  + Free Online Danish courses
  BRAINS CONSULTING is recruiting Specialists doctors in Denmark (various locations in Denmark)   in the following specializations: 📌Radiology 📌Pathology 📌Emergency Medicine 📌Dentistry (Owner Position) 📌Psychiatry 📌General and Forensic Psychiatry 📌Gyneacology (Hospital) 📌Urology 📌Breast Surgery 📌Anaesthesiology 📌Pulmonology 📌Neurology 📌Paediatrics 📌Endocrinology 📌Cardiology 📌Gastroenterology 📌Geriatrics   You are: - Specialist doctor, with Medicine Diploma in a EU-country […]



MEDICI SPECIALISTI - Olanda (oferte martie. 2024) + curs gratuit lb. olandeza
BRAINS CONSULTING este o firma cu multa experienta in recrutarea de personal medical pentru clinici si spitale publice si private din Olanda.   Recrutam: Medici Specialisti -  Olanda - martie 2024 -    + curs gratuit de invatare a limbii olandeze   Pediatrie, Radiologie, Geriatrie, Dermatologie, Oftalmologie,  Neurologie, Psihiatrie, Psihiatrie Pediatrica, Anatomie Patologica, etc   Conditii […]



Médecins d'urgence - France et Belgique
Médecins d'urgence - France et Belgique   🔴 Région: 1. Vosges/Lorraine Diplôme de médecine générale ou diplôme de médecine interne + forte expérience dans cette spécialité +/- 5 K€ nets 2. A proximité du Luxembourg Le sud de la Belgique, proche de la France et du Luxembourg min 6K€ net 3. Vosges/Lorraine Urgentiste +/- 5 […]



NURSES in Sweden {Psychiatrical Department)
BRAINS CONSULTING is recruiting: NURSES in Sweden Nursing job offer in Sweden – psychiatry   Requirements for education Nursing diploma from within the EU. If you have specialist training in psychiatric care, it is considered meritorious. Required experience It is an advantage if you are a specialised nurse in psychiatry or you have experience in […]
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Recomandări de la Clienții și Candidații noștri

		Dragos N. - Infrastructure Engineer - Telecom Company
"Brains Consulting has been a great advocate, far from the average IT staffing and placement organization."



Adrian. C - Fullstack Developer
"BRAINS CONSULTING is definitely a consultancy company that goes beyond just consulting, they help people chase their goals and dreams. I had no idea what to expect at first, but then I found a very committed company focused in helping me get my job!"



MELINDA MOOLMAN, MANAGER MMA RECRUITMENT - UK
"We have a good working relationship with Brains Consulting and they always put every effort in to filling our Nursing and HCA positions . They have an honest and open approach to recruitment services"



ONSTREAM GROUP NL - OIL AND GAS  ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY
" I have found Brains Consulting to be responsive, very engaging in their approach and quality-focused. I would have no hesitation in recommending the services of Brains to any prospective customers."



James Chinchen – Managing Director - James Lewis, UK
"Our collaboration with Brains Consulting is already old, being with us for over 6 years in recruitment projects in the field of specialists in transportation! Every time the Brains Consulting team approached each project with great seriousness, trying to send the best applications. I have nothing but appreciation for the collaboration with Brains so that we can continue to have many beautiful recruitment projects together!"



Ioana Radulescu, Head of Recruitment - DON UITZENDGROEP, Netherlands
“ Brains Consulting is a very dedicated and responsible company. We really appreciated the ability to connect with people and find the professionals we needed. We recommend Brains for any challenging project where you need skilled workers from different sectors because they are really good at solving problems. It has been a good experience working together! “



Deirdre Hennessy, Managing Director - OSP Recruitment, Ireland
"I first met with Adelina online, at the height of the Pandemic. From our very first meeting, she has been so honest, helpful and an absolute lady to work with. I have worked with Adelina now on many projects, and I would not hesitate to recommend Brains Consulting. They truly are a person centered company, and will always deliver a wonderful service.

To anyone seeking recruitment services, I highly recommend Brains Consulting. Adelina and her team are an absolute pleasure to work with."



Nik Nielsen, Manager - BWB Flex B.V.
„ As we’re growing to a higher number and quality of people, every day, Brains Consulting is one of the pillar stones that helped us in developing and becoming a more powerful agency. Since our collaboration started, back in the first months of 2018, they provided qualified and trustworthy workers in the construction field. They have access to a wide audience, and we hired tens of people from their recommendations. Weekly they present new people with experiences varying from Painters, Drywallers to Carpenters and Shuttering Carpenters. There is a good connexion between us and furthermore, the future will let us grow together. If you need workers, Brains Consulting is an efficient go-to agency, which we gladly recommend”



Guillaume Bernard, Manager - Agisante
„We have been working with Adelina TIRIZIU of BRAINS CONSULTING since 2012. She has a great network in Romania and this is what matters to us the most as our clients are facing a critical lack of healthcare professionals. Thus, finding adequate candidates is key to success for them and therefore for us.”
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URMĂRIȚI-NE PE SOCIAL MEDIA




Brains Consulting SRL
str. J.H. Pestalozzi, nr. 3-5, cam 207
Timisoara, Romania

sediul social:
str. Dreptatea, nr.16, ap. 11
Timisoara, Romania
Email: office @ brainsconsulting.ro
Phone: 0040 729 478762
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